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ABSTRACT
Aswe all know the objective of any business venture is to maximize profit. Henceall the
decisions with respect to new projects, acquisition of assets, raisingcapital, distributing
dividends e.t.care studied for their impact on profits and profitability.
Profitmaximization theory is based on profits and profits are a must for the survivalof any
business. Therefore, this research work focused on the effectiveness ofprofit maximization
on Dangote Cement Plc as a case study.
Thedata used was gathered with the aid of a questionnaire and Chi-Square 
(x2) method of data analysis was applied in analyzing the data.
Basedon the findings, the research reviewed that profit maximization occurs withefficient and
effective use of resources by the employees in an organization.It also brings to the fore an
organizations Strengths, Weaknesses,Opportunities and Threats in an attempt to be relevant
and meet customer needs.
Itwas also discovered that cost volume profit analysis is the technique that isbeing used at
Dangote Cement Plc when planning for profit cost. Hence, it isrecommended that Business
owners and Organizations interested in maximizingprofit must review their cost structure
regularly, must be diligent in cuttingfrivolous cost and boost productivity amongst employees.
Furthermore, they mustensure that they make adequate provisions for contingency funds to
help controlrisks and external factors that could hinder the progress of the business.   
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.0   BACKGROUND OF STUDY
The ultimate goal of every firm in business isprofit i.e. (Profit Maximization) and cost
minimization in order to maximizeshareholder wealth. Many industries today are facing
problems due to theexpansion through increases sales and the introduction of new product.
Some onthe other hand are facing problem of contraction owing to the introduction
ofsubstitute material.  It is vital thatmanagement should be in position to plan for these



changing levels ofactivities.
Apartfrom the problem of contraction and expansion during economic depression,
anenterprise may be faced with the alternative of closing down or selling it at aprice below
the total cost.
Henceprofit planning and control becomes difficult as a result of product offered andthe
action of competitor. In order to solve the problem created by the abovesituation profit,
planning, cost, and their behaviour at different separatinglevel, one of the most important
tools developed by accountants to assistmanagement in meeting the challenges is cost
volume profit analysis.
Accordingto I.M Pandey the analytical technique used to study the behavior of profit
inresponse to changes in volume, cost and price, is called “Cost volume profitanalysis” It is 
a device used todetermine the usefulness of the profit planning process of the firm.
Theentire field of profit planning has become associated with the cost volumeprofit
relationship in organization. In micro-economics course, profit  maximization is frequently
cited as the goalof the firm; Profit maximization stressed the efficient use of  capital
resources but it is not specific withrespect to the time frame over which profit are to be
measured; Profitmaximization function largely as a theoretic goal with  economist using it to
prove how firms behaverationally to increase profit.
Unfortunately,it ignores many real-world complexities that financial management firms
mustdeal everyday with. Two major factors not considered by the profit maximizationare
Uncertainty and timing.
1.1   STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Therising magnitude of the incessant profit or loss in Nigeria businessorganization over the
year has become a thing of concern to managers;government, Policymakers, academia,
entrepreneurs, financial analysis, economistand other stakeholders in the country’s
economy. Various studies have beencarried out to explain with empirical evidence, the
factors driving profit andloss in business organization
Thechallenges facing most firms is numerous particularly during the period ofeconomic
depression or recession characterized by high liquidation of manycompanies, merger and
acquisition, low technological powers, shortage offoreign exchange to buy needed raw
material, high cost of production, erraticpowers supply, high volume of imported goods and
the advanced state ofcompetition has affected drastically the maximization profit and
costmaximization in most business organisation.
Ina competitive world the key factors are cost price turnover and profit andthese are factors
which no business organization can ignore.
1.Management is faced with the problemof how to make effective and efficient use of their
available scarce resourcesin order to achieve the objective of profit maximization.
2.Most management and organization lackunder-standing on the importance of cost
minimization as an effective tool ortechnique that has help in the sustainability on most
business organization.
3.Most organization is faced with highcost of production which has led to inefficient utilization



of the cost volumeprofit analysis technique.  
1.2   OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
Profitplanning and control are essential ingredients of every successful business inthe world.
The efficiency of management is measured by the amount of profit orloss in a given
accounting year. The general objective of this study thereforewill be;
1)To find a way of making use of scarceresource in order to achieve profit maximization.
2)To highlight the importance of profitusing cost volume profit analysis over other forms of
technique.
3)To identify the problems encounteredin the economy that leads to lack of practical
application of profitmaximization.
4)To evaluate the extent to which theuse of profit maximization on Dangote Cement Plc has
been efficient.
1.3   RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1)Does your organization use cost volumeprofit analysis as a tool for profit planning and
control?
2)Apart from cost volume profitanalysis; what other techniques do you employ in the profit
planning andcontrol?
3)What problems does Dangote Cement Plcencounter in the profit planning and control?
4)In what ways specifically has theapplication of cost volume profit analysis helped the
organization to achieveefficiency and effectiveness?
1.4      STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS 
1.     HO:   Cost volume profit analysis as a tool forprofit planning and control is not used
inDangote Cement Plc.
        H1:   Cost volume profit analysis as a tool forprofit planning and control in Dangote
Cement Plc.
2.     HO:   The application of cost volume profitanalysis has not helped Dangote Cement Plc
to be efficient and effective in itsoperations. 
        H1:   The application of cost volume profitanalysis has helped Dangote Cement Plc to
be efficient and effective in itsoperations. 
3.     HO:   Dangote Cement Plc does not employ othertechniques in profit planning
andcontrol apart from cost volume profit analysis.
        H1:   Dangote Cement Plc employs other techniquesin profit 
        planningand control apart from cost volume profit analysis.
1.5      SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
Itis hoped that this study will be of importance to students (Accounting, Bankingand Finance,
Business Administration, Economics etc) staff and management ofbusiness organization, the
individuals in banking profession and theshareholders of the companies.
Thestudents are to be aware of the role played by prof i t  maximizat ion in
businessorganization. Profit maximization is an essential tool in all businessorganization.
Ina competitive world, the key factors are cost, price turnover and profit, andthese are
factors which no business organization can ignore. Therefore, thesignificance of the study is



as follows:
1.  Howthe study of profit maximization and cost minimization of Dangote Cement Plc
knowshow their profit margin is increasing over time.
2.     It isuseful to student in schools since it will serve as a source of reference tothem in the
nearest future.
3.     Itis useful to the state since it is used by government in making decision
forimprovement of the states.
4.     Itis useful to the economy as a whole since it is used by policy makers tomaximize profit
in the economy.
5.     Itis a basis for understanding, contribution, margin pricing, related short rundecisions
and transfer pricing.
1.6   SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Thisstudy is to analyze the effectiveness of profit maximization tool in businessgrowth in
Nigeria as a tool for profit planning and control in general but withparticular reference to
Dangote Cement Plc. This is with the view of findingout how the company, has been able to
manage cost in order to maximize profit. 
1.7   LIMITATION OF THE STUDY
Thestudy of the effectiveness of profit maximization as strategic tool in businessgrowth in
Nigeria using Dangote Cement Plc., Lagos State. In carrying out thisstudy, I was faced with
number of constraints some of which are:
FINANCE:Inadequacies of funds affected expenses on distribution and collection of
questionnairesto respondent and from respondents; printing of questionnaires and
othertransport expenses in conducting the research.
TIME:There is need to observe lots of protocols in respects to levels of managementbefore
the collection soring that the primary data collected would be dependableto some extent,
also the rationing of time so as to accommodate my othercourses. 
Nevertheless,these constraints were taken care of and with limited errors andvariances.  
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